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Gattineau
Ter Meer said that Gattineau
never acted as intermediary in
arranging any conferences ^for ter
Meer^ with Reich Authorities

Vorstand
(under Ter Meer)
Ter Meer says it would have been
within his sphere of responsibility as
a member of the Vorstand to take
action if anything of an improper
nature had been brought to his
attention. He knew of no case
between 1933-1945 in which conduct
of any Vorstand member was
improper.

Hoerlein
Ter Meer testified that tabun and
sarin resulted as a development of
experimentation on insecticides by
Schraeder. But the development of
this toxic substance into a chemical
warfare agent was done by the Army
ordinance office at Spandau and not
by I.G. (2/17/47)

Ter Meer
There is in evidence a statement
attributable to ter Meer that 4 yr
plants could not be located in certain
area of Silesia as this was a troop
deployment against Czechoslovakia
(very significant on question of
knowledge)

Ter Meer (cross examination)
Admits that in 1941 he visited
Auschwitz & noticed curious
structures. He inquired and was told it
was used to cremate corpses.
(CROSSED OUT When in
France he did not recall) When in
France and Italy did not observe work
of the labor representatives of the
Krauch office. Cannot remember the
activities, if any, of Kirschner &
Dickmann in get compulsory labor
from Italy to come to Germany (Ex.
1877. Letter from ter Meer to Strauss
states that Ambros was interested in
workers for Auschwitz. Refers to
work being done on a compulsory
decree.) Ter Meer: "I do not
remember."

Ter Meer (cross examination)
Strauss's testimony that he
discussed ^rumors of^ concentration
camp abuses with Ter Meer is stated
to be false by Ter Meer. (#1876 for
identification indicates Strauss's view
that he had told ter Meer of rumors of
burnings at Auschwitz.) Ter Meer
says Strauss frequently reported
rumors.

